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KARAMAT (MIRACLE) 
 

When we encounter an unusual or a highly unlikely event we call 

it a miracle or a ‘Karamat’ 

  To further illustrate this subject, we need to contemplate the 

following aspects. – 

1. Our State of Mind 

2. Divine ‘Karamat’ or Natural Occurrences 

3. Phenomenon of Mental Power.   

4. Phenomenon of Spiritual Power 

5. Phenomenon of Divine Powers    

1. Our State of Mind 

The degree to which we are influenced by the extra ordinary 

occurrences depends on our State of Mind     

 

Just after the birth, when the new born opens his eyes and he looks 

at his surroundings and everything is new, and strange. And one can 

sense the sings of awe and wonder on his face, the reason being that his 

mental film is completely blank as the child is so innocent. The very 

first image on his mental ‘film’ seems to him very new and strange like 

a ‘miracle’. But after some time, he becomes accustomed to this 

‘scene’ and those surroundings are no longer extra ordinary, and he 

is not taken aback by all that. 

 

 Similarly, when there was the des beau of new, unknown things 

like lantern, bicycle, motors, light, trains and airplanes in the backward 

or isolated communities, the local population was taken aback and saw 

them as miracles or ‘Karamats’. Even nowadays science is    
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progressing so rapidly that the daily new inventions are pretty new, 

impressive and super strange for our ordinary minds. We view those 

almost as ‘small wonders’. But over the time as we get ‘used to’ 

these gadgets and surroundings on a daily basis, the same very scene 

become our daily routine        

2    Natural Occurrences or Divine Karamats - 

 Mother Nature under the influence of inherent Divine laws 

goes through countless daily changes almost every moment and 

nonstop. And these changes are very extra ordinary almost like 

miracles. But we are so ‘used to’ these phenomena that we take it as 

guaranteed, they don’t impress us as wonderful and awesome!!    

More over the ‘insulating layer of Maya’ is wrapped around us 

so densely that we have become ‘incapable’ of feeling, understanding, 

and contemplating these divine ‘occurrences’.  

For example, let us look at the rose flower and how many 

transformations it goes through from “bud” to ‘full blossom’ state. It 

has a peculiar type of branches and leaves with thorns for protection. 

Then it grows buds which keep growing until maturity and then only 

it opens up to be a full bloom flower. But in order to produce a full 

bloom, and beautiful flower, Mother Nature had to expend – 

    How much of Energy 

            How much of inlaid intelligence 

                How much of perseverance 

                        How much of protection 

                                  How much of Nurturing 

                                        (And) How much of wait  

We never feel the need to think or dwell on, nor have time for 

that. 

The flower gives us captivating colours, a softness and heart-

warming beauty of its own class, as well as such a sweet fragrance. 

But, let alone to appreciate all the above mentioned divine 
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virtues, we are uninterested even to enjoy the visible gifts it 

has to offer us. 

We don’t stop there, as we pluck the flower in our selfishness, 

and use it for decoration or worse, we just throw it on the floor and 

walk all over it. This way we just separate the flower from its ‘mother 

branch’ besides, there are lot of flowers get used in distillation process 

to make essences for sale too!! 

Despite going through all these hardships, flower has no ill 

feelings. But on the contrary it bestows its intoxicating fragrance upon 

those who choose to destroy it, and flower has no complaints. 

 Thus, the flower through its totally ‘unassuming way’, 

teaching us a lesson of ‘Gurbani’ through its life style - 

Fareed, answer evil with goodness; do not fill your mind with anger. 
                                           1382 
 ‘Rose Flower’ does no discrimination based on one’s status; 

rich, poor, high, or low (cast), poise or sinner person. Keeps giving its 

fragrance to all spontaneously, unknowingly, unwittingly, and 

continuously and to all. Thus, through its very ‘existence and its life’ 

it is adhering to as well as propagating us to the following directives 

from the “Gurbani” - 

All human beings, as a species, are recognized as one, and the 

 same.                                                              Patshahi-10 

You are always forgiving, and always merciful; you give 
 support to all.                                                                      713 

He does not know any bitter words; the perfect Lord God does not 
 even consider my faults and demerits.                                    784 

The God-conscious being delights in doing good to others.        273 

But our minds have been so much covered with the ‘rust’ of 

‘Maya’ that even as ‘miniscule’ as a rose flower, among the creation 

of God, we are unable to learn anything from its ‘unassuming life’ 

style, let alone adopt those guidelines in our life as we are going 

through life ‘devoid of’ all the virtues, colours, fragrance, beauty, and  
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softness. Instead we are living in the false pride of our intelligence, 

false knowledge, and false wisdom. We are bloated with self-praise 

and feel ‘very good’ about it. 

Is the ‘life journey’ of the Rose flower not a true example of 

Divine Wonder and miraculous occurrence? 

Similarly, there is another example of true miracle is ‘the very 

human being’ itself. 

The human ‘being’ is created from a drop of ‘semen’. - 

1 Fetus is ‘incepted’ in the womb of the mother. 

2 Fetus gets all its nourishment in the womb 

3  Fetus develops all its body in the womb 

4 The ‘Life current’ enters the fetus 

5 Fetus receives all the ‘traits’, physical and mental of both 

 parents.  

6 Fetus is kept imprisoned in ‘intense heat’ of the womb for 9 

months.  

7  The infant in the form of fetus is ‘hanging upside down’ in 

the womb, in a 'very tight’ place and uncomfortable position. 

And then after childbirth, for the development of the infant – 

 

1 Mother’s breasts get filled with the milk. 

2 When the infant gets bit older he cuts teeth to be able to eat 

 some regular food. 

3 Child develops his intelligence, mind, body, and 

 language skills per his age. 

4 In youth is bewitched by the hue of lower basal actions. 

5 Under the influence of ego, he acts and performs per the 

 principles of ‘Me and Mine’ and suffers consequences. 

6 At the end he gets old and all organs get frail and non-

 functional and death come upon him. 
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God has created man in His Own image and bestowed upon him 

the mankind’s countless attributes. With these man can make huge 

strides of success physically, mentally, and spiritually. There are no 

limits what the mankind can achieve, to the point that man, through his 

pure ‘sole consciousness’ can merge into the ‘Divine Soul’ and can 

become just like God Himself. 

 

    Now considering the ‘magnanimous inheritance’ bestowed 

upon man through which he can transform his afore-mentioned life 

style is in itself a miracle or ‘Karamat’  

 

 Likewise, there are countless sacred and secret ‘Legacies’ in 

the cosmos which are illuminating ‘examples’ of these life 

transforming miracles. 

 

  These natural wonders and ‘Miracles’ are all around us from 

time immemorial in every particle of the universe and happening all 

the time. 

 

  But we are unaware uncaring, smug, and totally indifferent 

to their existence. 

 

        To realise these miracles 

             These awesome phenomena 

                    Divine wonders 

                               Karamats 

                                       Heart felt beauties  

And we never ever try to understand-comprehend or 

contemplate upon and feel the presence of these gifts as we don’t have 

the desire for that. 

This way because of our own indifference and unawareness of 

our divine inheritance, culture, ecstasy, we are moving away from 

partaking the -  

      Rainbow of colors 

                Divine Nectar 

                       Joy/Elation.  
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3.   Phenomena of Intellectual Powers        

God has granted mankind with unlimited powers. Using those 

powers man is making new discoveries on daily basis and we are 

witnessing the scientific breakthroughs routinely.  

 1   Space travel.  

 2   Going to the Moon.  

 3   Unfolding the secrets of space and ocean floors.  

 4   Can communicate with people around the Globe.  

 5   Making computers do our complex calculations  

 6   Trying to change the very course of nature through our 

      understanding of nature.  

 7   We have made numerous tools and gadgets for our   

       comfort and selfish life style .     

 8    To destroy our enemies, we have made destructive  

        weapons i.e. Missiles, Chemical war-headset.    

The above mentioned scientific breakthroughs have amazingly 

wonderful results which have given us countless comfort and ease in 

life, but these so-called miracles have also brought upon mankind 

untold suffering and destruction at the same time. 

We are so engrossed and ‘lost’ in the development of means for 

our physical comforts that we have forgotten our ‘soul centre’. In 

other words, we are creating all the means of physical and body 

comfort at the ‘cost’ of ‘discovering’ and improving our inner 

core, our Divine self.  

Although we are very proud of our intellectual ‘discoveries’ 

and ‘falsely bloated ego’, but the short-lived happiness and 

pleasures influenced with ‘Maya’ are very unstable. We have 

completely ignored the divine happiness, divine love, ever living 

ecstasy, divine Nectar, and peace - 
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we have either completely forgotten our ‘divine inheritance’ or have 

become absolutely indifferent to it. 

      4 Phenomenon of Mental Concentration 

The science has now proved that this visible world has come 

into existence through a most powerful Divine sound ‘Shabad’ or 

‘Kavao’ (Wordless-Word) and is existing through it, which means that 

‘thought’ or contemplation is the ‘primal seed’.  Intensity, Precision, 

and Concentration of the thoughts can produce tremendous power 

which can be called ‘Mental Power’. 

When the Sun rays pass through a convex lens, millions of rays 

get bundled into a very dense condensed ray and its intensity of heat 

becomes multifold thousands times, which can burn a piece of paper, 

while the ordinary rays have no such affect. 

This goes to demonstrate rightfully the similar scenario 

regarding our thought processes. As our thoughts get focused and 

intensified, they become powerful in the same proportion.   

  To illustrate this Mind Power, here are some examples - 

1 ‘Curse or ill will’ (Nazar) - 

It is a common acceptance that we can receive a powerful ‘ill 

will’ or ‘Curse’ through ‘intense jealousy’ or hateful lower thoughts. 

The super intense feeling which is propagated through repeated, 

focused, and concentrated jealousy is known as ‘Curse’ or ‘Nazar’. 

Now if we can agree with the phenomenon of mind power of the lower 

and basal thoughts, we can certainly follow the principle of ‘Karamat’ 

of blessings and supernatural powers which will rise out of the 

divine thoughts when intensified and concentrated - because all these 

apparent miracles are basically the result of laser-like concentrated 

and focused thoughts of mind power. 

2   Suami Vevakanand has given a powerful example of (mind 

power) in one of his lectures in the USA. 

When he was a university student, he went on a tour to south India 

along with his fellow students to visit a ‘Brahmin’, who was known to 
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possess supernatural powers and they requested him to demonstrate a 

miracle.  The ‘Brahmin’ asked each of them to write the name of a 

‘favorite fruit’ on a piece of paper and put it in their pockets. He then 

asked them to sit down and close their eyes and himself also sat down 

in meditation with his eyes closed. After some time, he asked the 

students to open their eyes and the students were surprised aghast to 

see a heap of fresh fruits of different varieties in front of them. The 

‘Brahmin’ invited them to eat the fruits of their own liking, but the 

students were reluctant to eat the ‘magic fruits’. The ‘Brahmin’ 

reassured them by eating a fruit himself of their being fresh and 

harmless. When the students also ate, they found these naturally 

smelling, fresh and juicy. They were even more surprised to notice that 

these were totally fresh with branches, out of season and from foreign 

lands. The ‘Brahmin’ then explained that it was not a religious or 

divine ‘Karamat’ (miracle), but the result of purely Concentrated 

and focused Mind Power. He had learned the technique from an 

ascetic; otherwise he himself is just a common working-class person 

and not a saint or devotee. 

Due to lack of discriminating power, we are unable to decipher 

the ‘deep secrets’ of anything which is unusual, extra ordinary or un-

natural, and we consider it to be a religious or spiritual miracle. Thus, 

these miracles have become the measuring scale to gauge the 

‘degree’ of divinity of any spiritual or religious occurrence.   As more 

miracles are credited to some one, the more we are inclined to be 

impressed and accept him as a devotee and start to worship him for 

the fulfilment of our own personal gains. 

Actually, these unnatural happenings are solely the result of 

powers derived by the concentration and focus of our thoughts. 

The whole cosmos has come to be and continues to sustain 

from the divine Wordless Word, through the ‘divine current’. When 

we use the focused mind power for our self-serving and personal 

motives, then we are creating obstacles in the flow of the divine 

current in nature, which is unnatural, harmful and opposite to the 

Divine Will.  

In other words, due to our own ignorance we have taken these  
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Miracles or ‘Karamats’ and dubbed them – 

1 In the guise of religion. 

2 Into different degrees of spirituality. 

3 As a false ‘measuring scale’ of consciousness. 

4 Use them for our personal or religious selfish motives. 

5 Into propaganda medium for fame and prominence. 

6 To be the ultimate goal of religious or spiritual pursuit. 

7 Fodder to ‘feed’ our own ‘ego’. 

8 A medium to recruit/increase the number of followers.   

9 A ‘showcase' to display lavish life style and superiority. 

However, we must remember that all these awe inspiring, 

wondrous scenes, super achieving powers, miracles and ‘Karamats’ 

are the display of Ego in the visible word of ‘Maya’. It is all a 

‘falsehood’ which a mighty distraction on the path of spirituality 

and divinity is.   

Thus ‘Gurbani’ draws a poster for us like - 

  Without the Name, all food and clothes are worthless; 
 cursed is such spirituality and cursed are such  miraculous 
powers.  

 That alone is spirituality and that alone is miraculous power, which 
 the Carefree Lord spontaneously bestows. 

 O Nanak, Lord's Name abides in the mind of the  Gurmukh; 
this is spirituality, this is miraculous power.  650  

 Riches and supernatural spiritual powers of the Siddhas  are 
all emotional attachments; through them, the  Naam, Name of 
 the Lord, does not dwell in the mind.    593 

 Our history is full of many ‘heavy weights’ of such performers 

of miracles and supernatural powers e.g. ‘Gorkh Nath, Noor Shaw, Vali 

Kandhari, Mian Meetha, Bhungan Nath etc.’ 

In this field of mind powers there are many ‘categories’ and 

acts. e.g., -                               
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   Affluence-Mundane Powers  

         Drama-Show Business 

                Wonderous Magic   

                        Miracles 

                               Prediction Power     

            Mind Reading 

    Telepathy 

                           Magic of Ghosts 

                                                       Magician Tricks 

 

5    Phenomenon of Divine Powers - 

In the previous part of this LEKH it has been discussed at length 

the issue of acquiring and using the supernatural powers to display 

extra ordinary events and occurrences in the visible world of ‘Maya’ 

This fact needs to be reinforced that in the “Play of Divine 

Cosmos” there are two distinct entities.     

1 The Visible realm of’ ‘MAYA’ which is ‘Ego’ personified. 

2 the Divine Realm which functions under ‘Divine Will’. 

 Now we will talk about the miracles or ‘Karamats’ which are 

propagated in the Divine realm spontaneously through gracious acts 

of seekers, devotees, saintly persons and Gurmukhs. 

When a seeker in his soul consciousness, dives deep into the 

‘Well of Oasis’ of their heart in the meditative phase of ‘Simran’, ‘their 

Consciousness bonds with The Wordless-World or Shabad’ and 

their body feels an intense electrifying sensation of Shabad; the seeker 

feels that his body’s every part, every pour of his soul and body is 

intoxicated.  In this state of super saturated heart in “Naam’’ the seeker 

while swinging in the ocean of bliss and drenched in ‘Naam’, he is 

in the state of ecstasy. While in that elevated state he says: --  

Listen, O people: I have tasted the elixir of love.              370 

Night and day, remaining attached to the Love of the Lord, the 

celestial music of the Shabad resounds.                           360 
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Excellent, excellent, excellent, excellent, excellent is Your 

 Name. False, false, false, false is pride in the world.      1138 

 

Behold, a wondrous miracle has happened! That Lord and 

 Master, whose wisdom is said to be unfathomable, has been 

 enshrined within my heart, by the Guru.                        612 

 

When our consciousness touches the source of this Divine 

power, it is akin to touching a ‘live wire’, Our entire-self (body and 

soul) gets drenched with the Divine Power. In this fashion, the 

‘Gurmukhs’ get soaked with the Divine Power and they experience 

through intuition that every single particle in this cosmos is imbibed 

with the ‘divine current’ which in itself is flowing under a pre-

ordained Divine Law. And in this grand scheme of the Divine Law, 

mankind is just a minuscule particle. 

In the Divine illumination, seeker’s misconceived notions get 

dismantled. He realises that on his own man has no entity. The 

Almighty God Himself is the ‘all in all’. 

I am nothing; He is the One and only One.                       391 

Unto whom should we speak, O Nanak, when He Himself is 

 all-in-all?                                                                      475 

I am nothing, have nothing, and nothing belongs to me. 858

 I am nothing, God, everything is Yours.                           827 

The blessed saintly persons and beloved ‘Gurmukhs’ come into 

full affirmation that on their own, they are a mere confluence of bones, 

tissues, and blood collectively. They are just a channel for the 

Almighty Himself to flow, through His Divine Will. We are mere 

‘puppets’ in His Law.  

Kabeer, I have not done anything; I shall not do anything; my 
body cannot do anything. I do not know what the Lord has 
done, but the call has gone out: ‘Kabeer, Kabeer.’           1367 
 
What can the poor wooden puppet do? The Master Puppeteer 
knows everything.                                                         206 

 The Gurmukh upon whom God has bestowed the immeasurable Divine 

powers, uses such powers only under a Divine protocol.   
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 And is very mindful of using such powers according to his 

own will. 

By my doing, nothing can be done. Whatever the Lord does, 

that alone takes place.                                              1165  

Whereas in the visible world of ‘Maya’ man attains the mind 

powers with lot of labour, he starts to use these powers at his ‘personal 

will’ as he believes that he ‘owns these powers’.   

However, in the Divine Realm the ‘Gurmukh’ being fully aware 

that these spiritual powers are   Divine Gifts   and uses them per the 

Divine Will. 

  As under the Divine Will, every particle in its own different 

shape, forms, and colours in the vast, boundless expanse of nature is a 

willing participant to the ever-present display of wonders and 

miracles.  

Similarly, the humble Gurmukh is also a participant in the vast 

‘Divine Cosmos’ which is full of abundant wonders and miracles and 

contributes with his adherence to the Divine Will. 

  The difference in the two entities is the Motive behind the 

realization of the Divine Will. 

  The 84 ‘Lakh’ species are the uncontentious and willing 

participants in the continuous display of wonders and miracles of 

nature 

  The ordinary folks are participating for the display of ‘me and 

mine’.  But the Gurmukhs in the state of full awareness, acting as 

‘bonded slaves’ (of God) are engaged in the propagation of Divine 

Karamats as their ‘motive’ is to let themselves be used as ‘tools’ of 

the Divine Will.       

So here is the comparison between the two entities, how they 

display their powers – 

Mind Power Divine Power 

1.  Attained through hard practice.      Is a Divine ‘gift’. 

2.  Has ‘limits’/boundaries.    Inaccessible & Infinite. 

3.  ‘Self centered’ and selfish.               Benevolence; act performed 

                                                        for others’ good. 

4.  Feeding the ‘Ego’.     Absence of Ego. 

5. The play of ‘Me-Mine’.     ‘Play’ of ‘You & Yours’. 
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6. Functions according to his             Is used in conformance       

own will.       With the ‘Divine Will’. 

 

7.  ‘Shackles you down’.      It ‘frees you up’. 

8. Is a road block on the                   Is ‘helpful’ in pursuit of   

spiritual   path       spiritual search. 

 

9. Is a ‘basal distraction’ and           Divine ‘Elixir-Love’   

‘curse.’ 

10.  Creating an ‘obstacle’ in the        ‘Earning' the Divine Will. 

  Divine Will.          

11.  Being ‘out of tune’ from the           Being ‘in tune’ with the 

Divine Will.                                     Divine Will.   

12.  The Being acquires and.                  The ‘Being’ himself  

  ‘Owns’ it                   becomes a ‘bonded  

          slave’ of this power. 

13.  A harsh, joyless, ‘empty’ act.        ‘Source’ of Love, Joy, 

          Elixir. 

14.  Is ‘the cause’ of jealousy, spite      ‘Love for all malice for 

 and enmity.              None’.       

         

15.  Its ‘Duality’.                                    Its all You and You. 

16.  One has no ‘own power’ just,         Boundless Forever a 

reflection of Divine power.            Melody of roaring- 

         thunder Divine power.

         

  Only a rare ‘Gurmukh’ uncovers, understands, and    

partakes this play of ‘reciprocal Divine love and bliss’ through his 

intuition.   

The rest of us have gotten so mesmerized and ‘awe stuck’ with 

the display of mind powers of fortune tellers, and ‘Karamats’ that 

these wonders and miracles have become the Spiritual path. The 

power of these so-called miracles has become the religious scale or 

‘measurement’, which we use to grade the degree of holiness of a 

devotee, a saint, an ascetic, a deity, a Gurmukh, or even the Guru. 

When we evaluate the Guru Sahiban about these miracles with our 

limited intellect, we put a ‘limit’ and boundaries on our Guru’s  
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unfathomable virtues and powers.   Thus, when we use our polluted 

intellect with pre-conceived and pre ‘stained measuring scale’ to 

judge our Gurus, we unknowingly ‘degrade’ the ‘Guru Sahiban’,   

Instead of putting them on the pedestal and worshipping 

them. When we celebrate Gurparbs (Guru birthdays), we only talk 

about their worldly life instances, some historical dates, and some 

miracles which are attributed to them. We do it because we are 

totally ignorant of their real Divine attributes which are beyond 

our descriptive capacity   These miracles of the worldly-realm are 

indicative of only the ‘sporadic and superficial aspects’ of their 

lives at best. 

Regarding the unfathomable and beyond description virtuous 

attributes of the life of the ‘Guru Sahiban’ - 

We have no knowledge 

   Have no understanding 

     Have no comprehension 

        Have no Intuition 

           Have no ‘heart’ to absorb the finest attributes. 

       Have no ‘vessel’ to contain the ‘Divine Gift’.  

The Satguru Himself is  - 

  Self-‘Captivating 

        Self-‘Mesmerizing’  

                            Self-‘Exhilarating’    

                        Embodiment of Divine love 

                           ‘Great-Great’ beyond description 

And just like the Sun Rays His: - Divine Light, Magnanimous Grace, 

Divine blessing, are radiating spontaneously, through Divine rays 

non-stop, every second and for ever and ever through ‘Gur Prasad’ or 

‘The free Will of Guru’ 

Through these secret and intuitional Divine light rays - 

           Self-Captivating ‘play’ 

                 Mesmerizing ‘wonder’ 

                        Every day different ‘scenario’ 
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      Divine ‘Bani’      

          Love drenched ‘Bani’ 

                         Divine Light ‘rays of Naam’ 

                                     Ecstasy of ‘great wonder’     

     Souls of countless sincere and devoted seekers Receive - 

                      ‘Spiritual Life’ 

                        ‘Abundant bliss’   

                             ‘Sublime Tonic for soul nourishment’ 

                                 ‘Alms of Divine Presence’        

                                      ‘Nectar of Divine Love’ 

 Oh Yes!! The Divine miracles or ‘Karamats’ should bring the 

following transformations in our lives – 

‘From Animals and Demons’    into           ‘Mankind’ 

‘Mankind’                                  into           ‘Deities’ 

‘Deities’                                      into            Knowledge of  God 

‘Self-oriented’                            into           ‘Guru-oriented’ 

‘Self-Believer’                            into           ‘Disciple’  

‘Worldly-realm’                          into           ‘Divine-realm’ 

‘Intellectual knowledge’                into            ‘Divine knowledge’ 

‘Worldly illusion’                        into           ‘Intuition  

                       Consciousness’ 

‘Ocean of Fire’                 into            ‘Intuitive Coolness’ 

‘Fear’                                           into           ‘Fearless’ 

‘Time bound’                               into            ‘Time less’ 

‘Falsehood’                                  into            ‘Truth’ 

‘Me- Mine’                                   into           ‘Thou and Thine’  

‘Pride’                                           into            ‘Humility’ 

‘Gripped in vices’                         into             ‘Free of vices’ 

‘Devoid of Life current’           into           ‘Alive with life current’ 
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‘Pain and Sorrow’                   into            ‘Divine Bliss’ 

‘Depths of Worries’                  into            ‘Exhilaration forever’ 

‘Selfishness’                             into           ‘Selflessness’ 

‘Lower basal enjoyment’    into        ‘Higher spiritual enjoyment’
      

‘Hatred’                                      into         ‘Love’ 
‘Evil’                                          into          ‘Good’ 

     In fact, to change the life style from the one of lower 

distractions in the world of ‘Maya’, into the life of self-

consciousness is the greatest and everlasting Divine miracle, wonder 

and magic. 

He made angels out of men, without any delay.         462 

That alone is spirituality, and that alone is miraculous power, 

 which the Carefree Lord spontaneously bestows. 

O Nanak, the Lord's Name abides in the mind of the 

 Gurmukh; this is spirituality, and this is miraculous 

 power.                                                                      650             

And if the above-mentioned transformations do not come 

about in our life of worldly-realm then all these acquired superficial 

powers and unnatural abilities, Karamats, role playing, wondrous 

acts, black magic, are all useless, superfluous, baseless, and harmful, 

‘mirages’. And we are ‘mired in’ the momentary display of false 

miracles, supernatural powers, and lower basal entertainment. 

Without the Name, all food and clothes are worthless; cursed is 
 such spirituality and cursed are such miraculous powers. 650 

In the Nature - 

      For the cosmos to “come into Being”, 

           The make-up of the “come into Being”, 

                  Varieties in the   Blue Print,  

                         Rainbow of colours in the Varieties,          

                           Softness in the Rainbows, 

                               Beauty in the softness, 

                                   Attraction in the Beauty, 

                                       Intoxication in the attraction, 
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                 Ecstasy in the Intoxication,       

                     Blissful devotion in Ecstasy,                   

                          Exhilaration in Blissful devotion, 

                              Divine bewitchment in Exhilaration, 

             ‘Wahu -Wahu’ (Great-Great) in Divine bewitchment. 

 

 And through this ‘Wahu – Wahu’ there is - 

              ‘Rain shower’ of Divine Nectar, 

                   Thunder of the ‘Shabad’(Word), 

                                          Melody of ‘Naam’, 

                          Intoxication of the ‘Divine Love’, 

                                     ‘Spontaneity’ of Intoxication, 

                                             Gurprasad   (Guru’s Grace). 

 

All these and more ‘Divine gifts’ are the wondrous 

occurrences and indicative of Divine ‘Karamats’.      

     Similarly, in the visible Nature - 

                                   Day–break,           

                                    Sun’s Journey (across the sky), 

                                        Reddish-orange Glow of the Sun, 

   Sunset, 

      Darkness of the night, 

         In the ‘blowing’ sounds of the wind, 

             In the ripples of the flowing waters, 

                      In the ‘singing’ of the sparrows, 

                     In the ‘crying’ sounds of the infant, 

                                   In the laughter of happiness, 

                                     In the exhibition of laughter, 

                                                  In the ‘journey’ of life, 

          In the journey’s ‘full-blown youth’, 

                                   ‘Intoxication’ in the full-blown youth, 
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              Exuberance in the intoxication,  

                           ‘Looks’ in the eyes,           

                ‘Sarcasm’ in the looks, 

                    In the ‘Beauty’ of Nature, 

                        In ‘Softness’ of the Beauty,      

                            In the ‘Flirtation’ of Softness, 

                               In the ‘Magic’ of Flirtation, 

                                  In the ‘Color’ of the   Flower, 

                                      In the ‘Bloom’ of the Flower, 

                                         In the ‘Softness’ of the Flower, 

                                             In the ‘Fragrance’ of the Flower, 

etc., In all these nemerous Natural phenomena, there is the 

hint and reflection of ‘Divine Karamats’. 

 The Lord Himself is absolute; He is the One and Only; but He 

 Himself  is also manifested in many forms 

 Whatever pleases Him, O Nanak, that alone is good         726 

  

 He Himself is the Enjoyer, and He Himself is the Enjoyment. 
 He Himself is the Ravisher of all. 

 He Himself is the Bride in her dress, He Himself is the 
 Bridegroom on the bed. 

 My Lord and Master is imbued with love; He is totally 
 permeating and pervading all. 

 He Himself is the fisherman and the fish; He Himself is the 
 water and the net. 

 He Himself is the sinker, and He Himself is the bait. 
 He Himself lovers in so many ways. O sister soul-brides, He is 

 my Beloved. 
 He continually ravishes and enjoys the happy soul-brides; just 

 look at the plight I am in without Him! 
 Prays Nanak, please hear my prayer: You are the pool, and 

 you are the soul-swan. 
 You are the lotus flower if the day and You are the water-lily 

 of the night. You Yourself behold them and blossom forth in 
 bliss.                                                                            23  

 

     18                           End. 
 


